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1st Time Group Leaders

Connect

This is your time to connect with your students. Each day, we make sure there is opportunity in the schedule for you 
to do what you understand to be the most helpful with your group. We have written some material for your use, but 
it is up to you if you want to use that. Regardless of what you decide, your students will be looking to you for some 
direction. Some groups encourage their students to rest or get cleaned up, some do TAWG (Time Alone With God,) 
and some go over our material. It’s totally up to you!

Checkpoint

Our desire is to always direct your students back to you in the significant decisions they are making at camp. As a result, 
we have scheduled time for you to check in with your students every night after worship. They will always be directed 
to respond to the invitation with their group leaders. Checkpoint follows evening worship so you can follow up with 
the students with whom the Lord is doing work.

POIs

These POINTS OF IMPACT are our opportunity to entertain and engage your students with activities and communicate 
the Gospel to your students. They select their POIs upon arrival at property and these selections will be given to you 
at the opening group leader meeting.

Fellowship

This is a gathering of the entire camp on one evening of camp (the day depends on the camp property) for a fun, 
energetic, and festive party-like experience. Our desire is for there to be a special night of dressing up with a few 
exciting surprises along the way.

Breakthru

BreakThru is a time for campers and our SMS to spend intentional time together as a small group. This can include 
making bracelets, playing icebreaker games, or some small group vs. small group gaga ball.

Crossbowl

Crossbowl is a camp-wide competition where small groups, divided by their color, compete to be the ultimate 
Crossbowl Champion at the end of the session. Each morning, small groups will compete in team activities, ending 
with a final competition on the last night.


